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Abstract
In the present time of innovation, conveyor assume an exceptionally indispensable part and have huge
signi�cance for material handling in different enterprises. A conveyor is essentially utilized for moving
any sort of material from one area to other. It is made with nearer precisions, hence the expense related
with manufacturing is additionally high. In this manner, it should work with better productivity. The choice
of the best conveyor is a crucial activity for designers. Designers need to recognize different variables
that will in�uence the functionalities of the conveyor system to limit bottlenecks in the system. Therefore,
an e�cient methodology should be accomplished for the conveyor selection. Subsequently, the current
work aims to the selection process of the best option for conveyor by using four decision making
methods such as analytical hierarchy process, technique of order preference by similarity to ideal
solution, compromise ranking method and Deng’s similarity based method. The selection is done among
four alternatives based on six attributes viz: �xed cost each hour, variable cost each hour, conveyor speed,
product width, product weight and �exibility. The analytical hierarchy process is used to determine
weights of the attributes based on relative importance of each attribute. It is also observed that A3
conveyor is best suitable conveyor. Hence the above proposed strategies help decision-makers to
examine and choose the best conveyor by considering the rank obtained of the alternatives.

1. Introduction
Material handling conveyors are the backbone of today’s industry now a days. This comprises of item
arranging, �ow and interacting the management, resource assignment, client conveyance, control and the
executives of inventories, and after-deals supports and sales. If appropriate planning of material handling
is done the delivery time will be minimized, it leads to lower overall expenses of manufacturing and
improves customer service and reduces inventory cost. In India, about 80% of material handling is done
by conveyors in most of the industries. The worldwide transport framework market size is projected to
arrive at USD 10.6 billion by 2025, from an expected worth of USD 8.8 billion in 2021. Thus, various
processing and manufacturing plants are improving the performance of conveyor systems. Therefore,
best conveyor must be chosen to reduce impact and wear of the conveyor and thereby increasing
durability and strength. The following Figure 1 shows a typical material handling conveyor.

Hoshimov A. et al. [1] expressed the signi�cance and utilizations of transports and examined a few tests
on materials of a transport. This paper contains data about complex material and segment testing of
transport lines which are utilized for its mathematical examinations. The Paper likewise contains the
depiction of techniques utilized for user de�ned characterized material models and working of
mathematical models. Material tests incorporate deciding of mechanical properties of elastic cover
employs, material forti�cations, and material utilizes with contiguous elastic. Segment tests incorporate
uniaxial strain, biaxial pressure, twisting, and effect trial of complete transport lines.

2. Literature Survey
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Various researchers are working in the �eld of various operational research activities to optimize various
industrial processes. There are great kinds of literature available on the application of MADM techniques
to achieve optimum solutions among various attributes and alternatives. In this section, some recent
studies are done for the related research work.

Chaitanya and Srinivas [2] concerned design and manufacturing attributes for selecting the material,
appropriate material selection becomes a very critical activity for designers. In the current journal, the
utilization of MADM technique is experimented on the piston material determination for the optimal
design procedure. Comparative investigation of attributes and alternative weights is done. This
examination is directed to show the consistency in execution score ranking order as the attribute weights
for each options change. The current issue is settled by ENTROPY and AHP strategies. Emovon and
Oghenenyerovwho [3] introduced a deliberate survey of the utilization of the MADM technique in material
choice. The consequences of the examination showed the accompanying, the crossover strategy which is
the blend of at least two MADM strategies is the most practical procedure for material choice in all
application regions recognized; the country with the most noteworthy use of MADM technique in India. It
very well may be inferred that the MADM method is an exceptionally helpful technique in choosing
material for various domains.

Devarakonda et al. [4] determined appropriate material assumes a key and crucial part in product design
and development as every material has singular attributes that contribute numerous viewpoints to suit
the speci�c application. This paper presents the choice of Magnesium alloy material to use in car wheel
applications utilizing MADM techniques. The impact of weighting factors has additionally been
examined. This work is settled by AHP, TOPSIS, and ENTROPY techniques. Tamboli et al. [5] expressed
relatively large number of journal-bearing materials are available and only few will be possible to be used
due to con�icting requirements. Hence, optimum selection of material is needed considering most
requirements. A data matrix for various materials (alternatives) and their attributes is developed. The
ideal choice is accomplished by applying notable MADM strategies. The outcomes concur for every
strategy. The material for journal bearing is chosen by AHP and TOPSIS techniques.

Zulqarnain et al. [6] stretched the fuzzy TOPSIS strategy to neutrosophic fuzzy TOPSIS and demonstrate
the exactness of the technique by clarifying the MCDM issue with single-esteemed neutrosophic data and
utilize the technique for provider determination in supplier selection in the production industry. Verma et
al. [7] proposed an MCDM methodology for evaluation and determination of material handling equipment
for small-scale industry in Punjab. Two-stage is utilized for getting weights to different criteria and for
their ranking empowering us to get more dependable outcomes needed for the selection of suitable
material handling equipment. Komatina et al. [8] presented the concept of applying MADM methods
through the fundamental stages. Also, the paper presents the classi�cation of exact decision-making
strategies. Speci�c attention has been paid to the analysis of methods of MADM methods, and their
application in the selection of process equipment in various �elds of industry.
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From the above literature study, it is observed that numerous scientists have dealt with strategies for
�nding the best optimum solution for their problem statements, but no researchers had worked on the
conveyor selection for material handling in process industries using MADM methods such as AHP,
TOPSIS, VIKOR and Deng’s method. Therefore, in the current work, the attempt is made to track down the
ideal ranking by above proposed techniques among six attributes viz: �xed cost each hour, variable cost
each hour, conveyor speed, product width, product weight and �exibility and four alternative conveyors
A1, A2, A3, A4.

3. Methodology
The current research work of selection of conveyor is successfully executed in four steps:

1. Identify attributes/criteria and available alternatives.

2. Rank the alternatives by using four selected MADM methods viz.: AHP, TOPSIS, VIKOR and Deng’s
similarity-based method.
3. Compare the results of rankings obtained from the selected MADM techniques.
4. Select best optimum alternative from the given alternatives.

The following sequence diagram represents the methodology done for the selection of conveyor as
portrait in Figure 1.

4. Madm Methods

4.1. AHP method
Taherdoost [9] stated that Analytical Hierarchy Process is extremely valuable way to deal with complex
selection issues. AHP break downs a decision-making issue into levels of orders of the goal, attributes
and choices. Pacemska et al. [10] stated that AHP focuses on the general signi�cance of a rundown of
attributes through pair-wise correlations among the variables by applicable specialists with the
assistance of nine-point scale. It permits the utilization quantitative as well as qualitative attributes in
assessment.

The fundamental step by step methodology of AHP utilizing geometric mean method is as per the
following,

Step 1

Recognize the target and assessment attributes. Make a progressive construction with a target at the
high level, the attributes at the centre level and the options at the base level.

Step 2
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Foster a pair-wise relation among the attributes with the assistance of nine-point scale of relative
signi�cance as characterized in Table 1. of relative signi�cance concerning objective. A diagonal matrix
attributes must always be assigned with value 1. Accepting M attributes, the pair-wise correlation of
attributes i with attribute j gives a matrix BM x M where, aij signi�es the relative signi�cance of attribute i
concerning property j. inside the matrix, bij= 1 once I = j and bji. Track down the general standardized
weight (Wj) of each criterion by calculating the mean of ith row and normalizing the geometric mean for
rows inside the correlation matrix.

The geometrical mean strategy for AHP is utilized to search out the overall Standardize weights of the
criteria because of its effortlessness and effectiveness to search out the most extreme Eigenvalue and to
downsize the irregularity in arrangement.

GMj = [Πbij] 1/M [Formula for geometric mean calculation (GMn)] …(1)

Wj = 
GM

ΣGMj [Formula for weight calculation (Wj)] …(2)

Step 3

Check or derive the consistency ratios

Let, A1 = pair wise comparison matrix,

A2 = weight of attributes,

A3 = A1*A2 and A4 = A3 / A2 … (3)

λmax = A4 / M i.e., average of matrix A4, where M = Size of matrix … (4)

CI = 
( λmax−M)

( M−1)  … (5)

CR = CI / RI … (6)

Compute consistency ratio and it should be not exactly or equivalent to 0, then, at that point just it is
worthy and there is a decent consistency in decisions and choice matrix is correct else change in choice
matrix and repeat from step 2.

Step 4

Calculate the Standardize weight matrix for each criterion.

Step 5

The following step is to ask the in general presentation scores for the options by increasing the overall
standardized weight (Wj) of every criterion (got in Step 2) with its comparing standardized weight value
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for every option (got in Step 3) and making addition over every one of the attributes for each option. In
the event that quantitative data are not accessible, these values should be changed over into fuzzy
scores. By utilizing fuzzy pure maths, the value of the criteria is frequently �rst chosen as linguistic terms,
changed over into relating fuzzy scores then, at that point changed over to the fuzzy scores.

Step 6

Calculate the �nal Rank and compare the choices and �nd the best choice.

4.2. TOPSIS method
Çelikbilek and Fatih [11] expressed that this strategy follows the idea that the chosen option ought to
have the base Euclidean distance from the positive ideal arrangement and most extreme from the
negative ideal arrangement. TOPSIS takes advantage of positive-ideal arrangement (PIS) and negative-
ideal arrangement (NIS) of various attribute issues to rank the alternatives. Zulqarnain et al. [12] stated
that the TOPSIS along these offers the response that is not just nearest to theoretically best, that is
additionally the farthest from the theoretically bad. This gives us the best solution as well as rankings of
options expressing the signi�cance of TOPSIS for assessment and ranking.

The principal system of the TOPSIS technique for determination of the best option from among those
accessible is depicted below,

Step 1

Create the Standardize decision matrix.

rij = 
xij

x2
ij

 for i=1… m; j = 1… n … (7)

Step 2

Create the weighted Standardize decision matrix.

Let us have array of weights for each attribute Wj for j = 1.... n. Take a product of each column of the
Standardize decision matrix by its related weight.

Vij = Wj * rij … (8)

Step 3

Detect ideal best (PIS) and ideal worst (NIS) solutions

Positive ideal (best) solution: (Highest value for bene�cial and lowest for non-bene�cial attribute)

( )
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Negative ideal (worst) solution: (Lowest value for bene�cial and Highest for non-bene�cial attribute)

Step 4

Compute the separation measure.

Positive separation measures

Si
+ = ∑ (V j

+ − V ij)2 … (9)

Negative separation measures

Si
-= ∑ (V j

− − V ij)
2 … (10)

Step 5

Compute the relative nearness to the desired ideal solution.

Pi = 
Si

−

( Si
− +Si

+ )
 … (11)

Step 6

Rank the preference order.

In this way, the choices are �nally positioned in plummeting order and the ranking is acquired. The
primary rank got is the nearest answer for ideal arrangement and farthest from negative ideal
arrangement. Additionally, the last rank acquired is the farthest arrangement from ideal arrangement and
nearest to the negative ideal arrangement.

4.3. VIKOR method
Mardani et al. [13] stated that the VIKOR technique or the compromise ranking strategy discovers answer
for an issue with con�icting attributes can permit the decision-makers to arrive at an o�cial choice. The
compromise arrangement might be a plausible arrangement that is closest to the ideal arrangement, and
compromise implies an understanding set up by common concession. Sajja [14] mentioned that the
VIKOR technique was created as a multi-attribute decision-making strategy to tackle discrete choice
issues with non-commensurable and clashing attributes. This strategy centers around ranking and
choosing from a gathering of choices inside the presence of clashing attributes, is to help decision-
makers to arrive at a de�nitive objective.

The fundamental procedure of the VIKOR strategy is as per the following,

Step 1

√

√
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To identify objective, and to calculate best (Xi
+) and worst (Xi

−) values among all attributes.

Step 2

Calculate the optimal and inferior solution of schemes comprehensive evaluation.

Ei=∑M
j=1

wj∗ ( ( mij ) max −mij )

( ( mij ) max − mij ) min
 … (12)

Fi =Max of ∑M
j=1

wj∗ ( ( mij ) max −mij )

( ( mij ) max − mij ) min
… (13)

Step 3

Calculate the value of (P) interest’s ratio brought by scheme.

P = 
v∗ ( E−Emin)
( Emax −Emin)  + (1 − v) ∗

( F −Fmin)
( Fmax −Fmin)  where, the standard value of v = 0.5 … (14)

Step 4

Arrange the alternatives according to values of interest ratio in the ascending order.

After the alternatives are arranged according to ranks, the �rst alternative is the best solution and the last
alternative is the worst solution.

4.4. Deng’s Similarity-based method
Deng [15] mentioned the recreation correlation with other remaining strategies, TOPSIS has the fewest
rank which is not quite the same as the leftover techniques. To conquer this Deng (2007) presented the
idea of other gradient to address the contention of other in numerous attribute examination issue.

The step by step procedure for Deng's Similarity Method is portrayed below,

Step 1

Decide the overall signi�cance of various attributes regarding the goal. Make a pair-wise correlation
matrix utilizing a nine-point scale of relative signi�cance. This step is clari�ed above in AHP strategy (4.1)
solution (step1).

Step 2

Normalizing the decision matrix through Euclidean normalization.

rij = 
xij

x2
ij

 … (15)

( )

( )

( )
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Step 3

Make the weighted standardized choice matrix. Expect that we have a array of weights for every attribute
Wj. Take a product of every column of the standardized choice matrix by its related weight.

Vij = Wj*rij … (16)

Step 4

Determine Positive ideal solutions (PIS) and Negative ideal solutions (NIS) as discussed in TOPSIS
method (4.2 – step 3).

Step 5

Con�ict index between alternative and PIS and NIS

The degree of clash between alternative (Ai) and (I+) & (I−) is expressed by:

COS θi
+ = 

yij∗ I +

∑ yij
2∗ ∑ ( Ij

+ ) 2  … (17)

COS θi
− = 

yij∗ I −

∑ yij
2∗ ∑ ( Ij

− ) 2  … (18)

Step 6

As per the degree of the clash between the alternative and the PIS and NIS, the degree of similarity of the
alternative between alternative (Ai) and (I+) & (I−) can be expressed as follows

Si
+ = 

COS θi
+ ∗ Ai

Ij
+  … (19)

Si
− = 

COS θi
− ∗ Ai

Ij
−  … (20)

Step 7

Calculating overall index for every alternative across all attributes

Pi = 
Si

+

( Si
+ +Si

− )
 … (21)

Step 8

√

√

( )

( )
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Rank the choices according to the overall index in descending order.

5. Conveyor Selection Problem Statement
Material handling conveyors plays a very vital role in most of industries now a days. Industries spends
millions of dollars for conveyor. Therefore, proper conveyor must be selected for the material handling.
The MADM methods have been applied for selection of material, thus selection process will be more
accurate. The present case study consists of six attributes i.e. �xed cost each hour (FC), variable cost
each hour (VC), conveyor speed (CS), product width (PW), product weight (W) and �exibility (F) and four
alternative conveyors i.e. A1, A2, A3 and A4 as characterized in Table 4. Among these six attributes CS,
PW, W and F are bene�cial attributes (displayed in green font) while FC and VC are non-bene�cial
attributes (displayed in red font). The qualitative data is as follows:

6. Solutions Using Madm Methods

6.1. Solution by AHP method
Step 1

The goal is to select the best conveyor among the given alternatives.

Step 2

Create a correlation matrix among the criteria and calculate geometric mean and weights.

Table 3. represents correlation matrix.

Geometric mean calculation by using eq. (1)

GM1 = (1*2*2*3*3*2)1/6 = 2.040

GM2 = (1/2*1*2*3*2*2)1/6 = 1.513

GM3 = (1/2*1/2*1*1/3*1/5*1/3)1/6 = 0.421

GM4 = (1/3*1/2*3*1*1/3*1/2)1/6 = 0.618

GM5 = (1/3*1/2*5*3*1*2)1/6 = 1.308

GM6 = (1/2*1/2*3*2*1/2*1)1/6 = 0.953

Sum of geometric mean (ΣGMj) = 6.852

Weight calculation by using eq. (2)
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W 1 = 0.298, W2 = 0.221, W3 = 0.061, W4 = 0.090, W5 = 0.191, W6 = 0.139

Step 3

Check the consistency (weights correct or not).

A1 = 

1 2 2 3 3 2
1/2 1 2 3 2 2
1/2 1/2 1 1/3 1/5 1/3
1/3 1/3 3 1 1/3 1/2
1/3 1/2 5 3 1 2
1/2 1/2 3 2 1/2 1

 A2 =

0.298
0.221
0.061
0.090
0.191
0.139

A3 = A1*A2 = 

1.983
1.423
0.435
0.580
1.256
0.858

 A4 =

6.663
6.443
7.087
6.438
6.583
6.170

Now, the maximum Eigen value is calculated by the average of matrix A4 by using eq. (4)

λmax = A4 / 6 = 6.564

CI = 
( λmax−M)

( M−1)  = 
6.564−6

6−1  = 0.113 …by using eq. (5)

CR = 
CI
RI= 0.113/1.25 = 0.090 …by using eq. (6)

(Value of RI is taken from Table 2. For six attributes)

As the CR ≥ 0 Hence, the decision matrix is right and above weights are correct.

Step 4

Calculation of normalized weights.

Step 5

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
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Calculate overall performance index by multiplying weight for each row of alternatives as displayed in
below calculation and it is displayed by Table 4.

Overall performance index (OPI),

A1 = (1*0.298) + (0.978*0.221) + (0.923*0.061) + (0.5*0.090) + (0.5*0.191) + (0.780*0.139) = 0.819

A2 = (0.870*0.298) + (1*0.221) + (1*0.061) + (0.667*0.090) + (0.5*0.191) + (1*0.139) = 0.836

A3 = (0.889*0.298) + (0.978*0.221) + (0.846*0.061) + (1*0.090) + (1*0.191) + (1*0.139) = 0.953

A4 = (0.833*0.298) + (0.957*0.221) + (0.769*0.061) + (0.833*0.090) + (0.75*0.191) + (0.780*0.139) =
0.833

Arrange the alternatives in descending order.

Thus, the ranking is A3-A2-A4-A1 and it is found that A3 conveyor is best.

Step 6

Compute Ranking of alternatives as displayed in Table 5.

6.2. Solution by TOPSIS method
Step 1

Create the Standardize decision matrix, using eq. (7).

Step 2

Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix, using eq. (8) as displayed in Table 6.

Step 3

Determine ideal best (PIS or Vj
+) and ideal worst (NIS or Vj

−) solutions as displayed in Table 7.

Step 4

Calculate Positive (Si
+) and Negative (Si

−) separation measures using eq. (9) and eq. (10) respectively as
displayed in Table 8.

Step 5

Calculate the relative nearness to the ideal solution (Pi), using eq. (11) and rank the order of conveyors as
displayed in Table 9.
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From the above table the rank obtained is A3-A4-A1-A2 and the conveyor A3 is the best one.

6.3. Solution by VIKOR method
Step 1

To identify objective, and to calculate best (Xi
+) and worst (Xi

−) values among all attributes.

Step 2

Calculate the optimal and inferior solution of schemes comprehensive evaluation, using eq. (12) and eq.
(13) as displayed in Table 10.

Step 3

Calculate the value of interest ratio (P) brought by scheme, using eq. (14) as displayed in Table 11.

Step 4

Rank the alternatives according to values of interest ratio in the ascending order, as displayed in Table 12.

From the above table, the rank obtained among conveyor alternatives is A3-A1-A2-A4 and A3 conveyor is
best suitable.

6.4. Solution by Deng’s Similarity based method
Step 1

Determine the relative importance of different attributes regarding the objective as discussed in the AHP
method (section 6.1, step 2)

Step 2

Normalizing the decision matrix through Euclidean normalization, using eq. (15).

Step 3

Create the weighted normalized decision matrix, using eq. (16) as displayed in Table 13.

Step 4

Detect Positive ideal solutions (PIS) and Negative ideal solutions (NIS) as discussed in the TOPSIS
method (section 6.2, step 3).

Step 5

Con�ict index between alternative and PIS and NIS, using eq. (17) and (18).
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Step 6

Calculate the degree of similarity of the alternative between alternative (Ai) and (I+) & (I−), using eq. (19)
and (20).

Step 7

Calculating overall index (Pi) for every alternative across all attributes, using eq. (21) and rank the
alternatives according to the overall index in the descending order, as displayed in Table 14.

From the above table, the ranking among the choices of conveyor is A3-A4-A1-A2 and again the conveyor
A3 is best appropriate.

From the above assessments of alternatives of conveyors, the A3 conveyor is found as the best choice
for conveyor choice for the given contextual investigation. Further, distinct values of attributes are utilized
in this work for looking at the options of conveyor in satisfying every one of the six attributes. In this way,
the technique gives a more practical decision to conveyor selection process.

7. Results And Discussion
In the present work used four MADM methods viz. AHP, TOPSIS, VIKOR and Deng’s similarity-based
techniques to detect best suitable conveyor for material handling. The four alternatives of conveyors are
examined with respect to their six speci�ed attributes. The rank obtained by the selected methods is
displayed in Table 15 that summarizes ranking performances of conveyor obtained by using selected
four methods. The ranking gained from the given methods can be better examined which can involve the
decision-maker to assess better preference. The rank obtained by given methods gives ‘A3’ as the most
suitable conveyor.

The similar ranking of the conveyor is acquired by utilizing four MADM techniques as displayed in Fig. 2,
which shows that �rst rank from every technique coming is 'A3' conveyor which is the best chosen
conveyor. The present work discusses about the taken methods and it helps to approach a best conveyor.
These methods can also be applicable for complex engineering and general applications.

8. Conclusions And Future Scope
The evaluation of available conveyor and selection of best suitable conveyor is very crucial and
important decision for any process industry. The several more conveyors with different properties and
speci�cations are also available, but selecting correct one among the con�icting attributes is the complex
task for every designer. The selection of improper conveyor can directly or indirectly affect the
productivity and e�ciency of any process industry. Thus, it is important to select the best conveyor for
better material handling. The present work shows the easy and logical scienti�c study to guide any
decision-maker for selecting any best alternative. The methodology done in the present work helps
decision-maker to take qualitative decision.
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In the present work, four selected decision making methods viz: AHP, TOPSIS, VIKOR and Deng’s
similarity-based methods are used for solving the proposed problem. The AHP method is used for
obtaining weights of all attributes and are applicable for the remaining methods as well. It is found from
the ranks obtained using selected methods that A3 conveyor is the best suitable choice for material
handling among the four alternatives. It is observed that ranking of conveyor has some deviation in the
rankings due to different mathematical approaches used in the four methods. Finally, it is concluded that
these methods are very helpful for making decision in complex problems. The problem can be further
solved by other decision making methods for improvement and reliability. Also, the proposed methods
can be employed for making the best decision in the other domains of engineering and general
administration problems.
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Tables
Table 1. Nine-point scale of relative importance

Numerical
values of
importance

Verbal scale Description

1 Equal signi�cance Judgement favours both attributes equally

3 Moderate
signi�cance

Judgement favours slightly one attribute

5 Solid signi�cance Judgement favours strongly one attribute

7 Exceptionally solid
signi�cance

One attribute is supported �rmly over another

9 Outrageous
signi�cance

The proof supporting one characteristic over another is
of the greatest conceivable order of a�rmation

2,4,6,8 Immediate values
between above
values

Absolute judgement cannot be given and a compromise
is required.

 

Table 2. Quantitative data for case study

Conveyors FC (in
lacs) 

VC (in
lacs)

CS (feet per
minute)

IW (in
cms)

W (in
kgs)

F

A1 2 0.45 12 15 10 Very good
(0.745)

A2 2.3 0.44 13 20 10 Excellent
(0.955)

A3 2.25 0.45 11 30 20 Excellent
(0.955)

A4 2.4 0.46 10 25 15 Very good
(0.745)

 

Table 3. Correlation matrix
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Attributes FC VC SC IW W F

FC 1 2 2 3 3 2

VC  1/2 1 2     3 2 2    

SC  1/2  1/2 1  1/3  1/5  1/3

IW  1/3  1/3 3 1  1/3  1/2

W  1/3  1/2 5 3 1 2

F  1/2  1/2 3 2  1/2 1

 

Table 4. Normalized weighted matrix 

Conveyor Attributes

FC VC SC IW W F

A1 0.298 0.216 0.057 0.045 0.095 0.109

A2 0.259 0.221 0.061 0.060 0.095 0.139

A3 0.265 0.216 0.052 0.090 0.191 0.139

A4 0.248 0.211 0.047 0.075 0.143 0.109

 

Table 5. Ranking of alternatives

Alternative OPI Rank

A1 0.819 4

A2 0.836 2

A3 0.953 1

A4 0.833 3

 

Table 6. Weighted normalized decision matrix
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Conveyor Attributes

FC VC SC IW W F

A1 0.133 0.110 0.032 0.029 0.066 0.060

A2 0.153 0.108 0.034 0.039 0.066 0.077

A3 0.150 0.110 0.029 0.058 0.133 0.077

A4 0.159 0.113 0.026 0.049 0.100 0.060

 

Table 7. Ideal best and Ideal worst values

Ideal best (Vj
+) 0.133 0.108 0.034 0.058 0.133 0.077

Ideal worst (Vj
-) 0.159 0.113 0.026 0.029 0.066 0.060

 

Table 8. Positive (Si
+) and Negative (Si

-) separation measures

Si+ Si-

0.075 0.027

0.072 0.023

0.018 0.075

0.048 0.038

 

Table 9. Relative nearness to the ideal solution (Pi)

Conveyor Pi Rank

A1 0.267 3

A2 0.240 4

A3 0.811 1

A4 0.446 2

 

Table 10. Optimal and Inferior solutions
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Conveyor Attributes    

FC VC SC IW W F Ei Fi

A1 0.00 0.11 0.02 0.09 0.19 0.14 0.55 0.19

A2 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.19 0.00 0.47 0.22

A3 0.19 0.11 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.19

A4 0.30 0.22 0.06 0.03 0.10 0.14 0.84 0.30

 

Table 11. Interest ratio (P)

Conveyor Ei Fi P

A1 0.55 0.19 0.21

A2 0.47 0.22 0.27

A3 0.34 0.19 0.00

A4 0.84 0.3 1.00

Emax, Fmax 0.84 0.3  

Emin, Fmin 0.34 0.19  

 

Table 12. Ranking of alternatives

Conveyor P Rank

A1 0.21 2

A2 0.27 3

A3 0.00 1

A4 1.00 4

 

Table 13. Weighted normalized decision matrix
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Conveyor Attributes

FC VC SC IW W F

A1 0.133 0.110 0.032 0.029 0.066 0.060

A2 0.153 0.108 0.034 0.039 0.066 0.077

A3 0.150 0.110 0.029 0.058 0.133 0.077

A4 0.159 0.113 0.026 0.049 0.100 0.060

 

Table 14. Overall performance index (Pi)

Conveyor Pi Rank

A1 0.444 3

A2 0.443 4

A3 0.464 1

A4 0.452 2

 

Table 15. Ranking obtained by each method

Alternatives A1 A2 A3 A4

AHP 4 2 1 3

TOPSIS 3 4 1 2

VIKOR 2 3 1 4

Deng's 3 4 1 2

Figures
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Figure 1

Methodology: Methodology for the research work

Figure 2

Comparison chart of Alternatives v/s Ranks: Final Conclusion of Research Work


